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EDITOR’S NOTE
I’m hoping you’ve heard this before.
It’s a fact—young workers 18–24 are at higher risk than more
experienced workers of getting hurt at work. (And half of all
injuries to young workers happen within the first six months of
the job.)
The reasons for the higher injury rate vary. Younger workers
aren’t as familiar with health and safety practices and
procedures as their more experienced co-workers. They also
may not be aware of their rights in the workplace, such as the
right to refuse unsafe work or the right to ask how to do
something safely if they’re unsure.
Safety isn’t always the most engaging topic, no matter what age
your audience is. As a mother of two young boys (ages six and
three), I’ve lost track of the number of times I’ve had the same
conversation with my kids about why it’s important to walk, not
run, when the floor’s wet.
It wasn’t until my oldest son took a nasty wipeout on the wet
floor (while running, of course) that they finally started to pay
attention to what I told them. That’s definitely not how you
want your young workers to learn about safety on the job.

EMPLOYER BRIEFS

Online. On time.
The deadline to file your annual return is February 28, 2015.
If you’re an employer with workers, you’re required to fill out an
annual return reporting the workers’ insurable earnings paid in
the last year along with what earnings you expect to pay in the
upcoming year. This is vital information to ensure you have proper
WCB coverage in place.
Filing your return online is quick and easy. Built-in calculations, error
checking and simple navigation make the process easier than ever.
All you need is your account number and password, both of which
will be mailed to you starting at the end of December.
Need help filling out your return? Check out the online demo
located in the WCB for Employers section at
www.wcb.ab.ca/myreturn/. W

It’s in the mail
WCB’s mailing address for payments has changed to:
PO Box 2323
Edmonton AB T5J 3V3

That’s why WCB’s Heads Up campaign targets young workers
and their employers, reminding them of the risks of being
injured on the job. To grab the young audience’s attention, the
Heads Up campaign ads and posters use a cheeky tone while
still focusing the message on the importance of workplace
safety.

You can also make your WCB payments at authorized financial
institutions or by:

If you haven’t heard about the campaign before, it’s time to
check it out. You’ll find the campaign on Twitter (@headsupab)
and on Facebook (headsupab). There’s also a blog
(http://headsupab.wordpress.com/) that covers a variety of
different safety topics.

For more information on payment options, please visit our website:
www.ab.ca/paymentoptions. W

If you’re looking to promote safety in your workplace, you can
find posters and other promotional items at headsupab.com.
And be sure you tune in to the #whatwouldyoumiss campaign
that we're sharing on social media right now. It’s all about what
young workers could miss in their personal lives if they suffer
from a workplace injury.
Help us get the message out there and reduce the risk for
Alberta’s young workers. W

Karla Johnston, Editor
karla.johnston@wcb.ab.ca
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1. Pre-authorized debit payment
2. Interac online
3. Visa or MasterCard

WorkSIGHT is a magazine for
employers and workers.
Submit story ideas to the editor at
karla.johnston@wcb.ab.ca.

Closing or reopening
your WCB account?

Expand

We’ve got an online service for that! If you’ve sold your business or it’s
no longer operating, you can close your WCB account online. You can
also reopen an account. Remember to contact us within 15 days of the
workers’ start date to avoid a late-registration penalty. Want to know
more? Go to www.wcb.ab.ca/pdfs/employers/efs_closing_reopening_
an_employer_account.pdf. W

All clear

your Reach

Advertise in WorkSIGHT and find an
audience dedicated to safe, healthy
and strong Alberta workplaces.
WCB-Alberta

Work

It can make all the difference—a clearance letter from WCB states that
a contractor's account is in good standing, clearing you of liability
should the contractor default on WCB premiums. A clearance letter
also authorizes you to release final payment on a specified contract.
If you’re hiring companies that have their own WCB accounts, it’s
your responsibility to ensure those accounts are in good standing.
You should get a clearance prior to releasing any payments to the
companies you hire. Find more information on clearance certificate
types at www.wcb.ab.ca/employers/request_clearances.asp. W

WorkSIGHT is a cost-effective advertising
medium that puts us directly in front of the
clients we serve—industrial safety managers.
– Ron McNutt, President, KnowledgeWare
Communications Corp.

For more information contact the associate editor at

melissa.babcock@wcb.ab.ca

Employer’s premises
Your workplace is located in the same building as several other businesses, all of
which share one entrance. One cold winter’s morning, you slip on the wet floor in
the lobby. You fall, fracturing your wrist. Are you covered?
In this case, you may be. Even though the injury didn’t technically happen on the
employer’s premises, workers are entitled to safe entry to and exit from work. If an
accident and subsequent injury occur due to an employment hazard, and the
employee is making reasonable and permitted use of an access route into his or her
workplace, coverage could be extended.
To learn more about how the time and place of an injury can affect whether you
receive coverage, visit www.wcb.ab.ca/public/policy/manual/0201p2a2.asp.
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WCB-Alberta

2015 Premium Rates

At a premium
AVERAGE INDUSTRY
RATE DROPS SIX CENTS
IN 2015

E

MPLOYERS in 74 per cent of industries
will see a rate decrease as the average
premium rate drops to $0.97 in 2015.
While the average rate is dropping, individual industry and
employer rates will fluctuate based on performance. Industry
rates range from a low of $0.12 (Architects, Drafting and Design)
to a high of $5.51 (Construction Trade Services) per $100 of
insurable earnings. Twenty per cent of industries will see an
increase in their premium rate, while six per cent will see no
change.
Your safety performance directly affects the rate you pay. That
means fewer claims, lower costs and safer workplaces equal
lower premium rates.

74 per cent of all industries
20%

will see a decrease in their industry
premium rate due to their performance.

20 per cent will see an increase
6%

in their industry premium rate.

6 per cent will see no change.
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Rates reflect the cost of claims. While your performance
helps drive your individual rate, there are also some key
provincial trends that affect the average industry rate.
These include:



BY KARLA JOHNSTON

74%

Key factors affecting the 2015
average rate

CLAIM DURATION
The average time away from work per claim is
forecast to decrease slightly to 34.0 days from
34.4 days in 2014.



INSURABLE EARNINGS
Worker earnings insured by WCB are forecast to go
up by 7.0 per cent to $116.6 billion compared to
2014 forecast.



LOST-TIME CLAIM (LTC) VOLUME
These are the claims where the injured worker
misses time from work beyond the day of injury. A
growing labour force in 2015 is expected to bring
with it a slight 2 per cent increase in the lost-time
claim volume.



FULLY FUNDED CLAIM COSTS
The current and future costs of 2015 claims are
forecast to increase 7.0 per cent due to a small
increase in lost-time claim volume and inflation.



MAXIMUM INSURABLE EARNINGS (MIE)
MIE is increasing to $95,300, up from $92,300 in
2014. MIE is designed to cover the full wages of 90
per cent of all workers covered. For most employers,
the increase will be offset by their premium rate
reduction.



COVERED WORKERS/REGISTERED EMPLOYERS
LOST-TIME CLAIM AND DISABLING
INJURY RATES
When LTCs are added to claims where the
worker was able to remain on the job in an
alternate role or schedule, the result is the total
number of disabling injuries.
The LTC and disabling injury rates reflect the
number of claims per 100 workers. The
disabling injury rate is expected to drop to 2.6,
compared to 2.7 in 2014. The LTC rate will
remain stable at 1.4 for 2015.

Want to improve your performance?
We can help.
Collaboration continues to be the key to your improved performance. We have many resources to help you improve your safety
performance and return-to-work results.
We encourage you to access programs like Partnerships in
Injury Reduction, join an industry or safety association and
continue to invest in modified work. Check out the WCB for
Employers>Manage Performance and Costs section of
wcb.ab.ca for more information.
More detailed rates information can also be found at
www.wcb.ab.ca/employers/2015_rates.asp. W

Support system — You’re one of a growing number of
employers helping protect over two million workers when
a workplace injury or illness happens.
Number
of covered
workers
(millions)
Number
of
Insurable
covered
workers
earnings
(millions)
($ billions)

1.94

2.11

2.03

1.79
146,408

2.18

173,393 177,730

154,712 160,997

Number
Fully funded
of registered
claim costs
employers
($ millions)

2011

2012

2013

2014
2015
Forecast Budget

DISABLING INJURY RATE AND LOST-TIME CLAIM RATE
Stable rates — A growing workforce means claims are up, but
good prevention and disability management mean injury rates
will remain stable.
Disabling
Disabling
injury
rate
injury
rate

2.8

2.7

Lost-time
claim rate
Lost-time
claim rate

1.6

1.5





2.7

2.7

1.4

1.4



2.6
1.4



Forecast Budget

INSURABLE EARNINGS BY KEY SECTORS
On the rise — Insurable earnings is the portion of your
workers’ gross earnings that your premiums are based on.

RATE COMPONENTS
The breakdown — Rates are made up of five key components,
with fully funded claim costs accounting for almost 75 per cent
of the average rate.

Sector/
percentage
of growth

8.3%
7.6%
7.5%
7.1%
6.9%
6.6%
6.4%

Construction
Service Industries

Fully funded claim costs – 75%
Administration – 18%
Occupational Health and Safety – 4%
Safety associations – 2%
Appeals Commission – 1%

Agriculture & Forestry
Health, Municipal Gov't & Education
Transportation
Manufacturing
Wholesale & Retail

5.2%

Mining, Oil & Gas
Provincial Government

%

%

2.7%
%

%

%

%
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Return on your
investment
Claim costs account for
75.3% of the premium rate.
Here’s the breakdown:
7%
18%

75%
Fully funded
fundedclaim
claimcosts
costs– –75%
75%
Fully
Fully funded
fundedadministration
administrationcosts
costs– 18%
– 18%
Fully
OccupationalHealth
Healthand
andSafety,
Safety,
Occupational
safety
safety associations
associationsand
and
Appeals
AppealsCommission
Commission––7%
7%
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WHERE DOES
YOUR MONEY GO?
BY KARLA JOHNSTON

W

CB-ALBERTA’S employer premium
rates are the lowest in Canada. Our
worker benefit levels are among the highest.
That’s great news for you—and all working
Albertans. But do you know why?
Premium rate-setting basics
The workers’ compensation system is funded entirely by
employers. Over 170,000 employers purchase workers’
compensation insurance to protect their two million workers
from the impact of workplace illness and injury. As an
employer, you pay premiums on the insurable earnings of all
your workers (plus any coverage you purchase for yourself).
For rate-setting purposes, employers are classified with others
who have similar business and risk characteristics.
Performance matters. We use a five-year history for each rate
group to calculate the fully funded claim costs for each rate
group. (Fully funded claims costs are the current and future
costs of an injury.) For 2015 rates, we use the period from
2009–2013.
We determine rates annually based on best estimates of
insurable earnings and costs. We announce rates to employers
each December, and set them using the following principles:
• Full funding. The costs of any given year will be fully funded
by that year’s premiums. That means premiums collected in
2015 need to cover all current and future costs for the claims
from employers operating in 2015 (and over 70 per cent of
the costs are paid well into the future).

WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED

VALUE FOR YOUR PREMIUM

Workers’ compensaƟon
insurance is the only insurance
that can oﬀer immunity from
lawsuits brought against you
by workers in respect to workrelated personal injury ac ons.

At an average
rate of $0.97,
Alberta’s employer
premium rates are
the LOWEST IN
CANADA (and have
been since 2006).

Worker benefit
levels are among
the HIGHEST.

YOU’RE IN THE DRIVER’S SEAT
You have a big impact on
the premiums you pay.
Companies with good
safety performance and
return-to-work programs
earn LOWER PREMIUM
RATES.

That’s great news for both
you and your employees!

• Collective liability. Costs are spread among all employers,
creating a balance between collective liability and individual
employer accountability.
• Accountability and incentives. Rates vary based on claims
experience, so each employer and industry is accountable
for performance. Incentives encourage employers to put
importance on safety and disability management.

Making the connection between your rate and
your performance
Your rate is a reflection of your industry’s performance as well
as your own within the workers’ compensation system. This is
where your safety and return-to-work programs come into play.
Claim costs account for 75 per cent of the average rate in 2015.
If you’re making progress on reducing the number of claims
you have and the duration of those claims (i.e., focusing on
modified work when incidents do happen), you’ll realize the
payback through your premium rate.
Collective liability means that you will be affected by the claims

Accountability
for employer performance

+

experience and trends within your rate group. Your individual
performance and participation in voluntary pricing programs
such as Partnerships in Injury Reduction (PIR) can help reduce
that risk.
More than ever, employers are recognizing the benefits of these
programs—participation in voluntary programs like PIR has more
than doubled in the last 10 years.

Premiums fund the compensation system
The premiums we collect cover all the benefits workers are
entitled to as a result of their workplace injuries and illnesses.
They also cover the parts that make the system work—
administration, the appeals process, safety associations and
some funding for Occupational Health and Safety.
Strong economic growth, performance-based premiums,
significant gains in investment income and continual operational
improvements mean that our workers’ compensation system has
sufficient funds to pay for the cost of claims now and into the
future. That continues to be great news for you—and all working
Albertans. W

Fairness
of premium distribution

=

Collective liability
for working Albertans
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LIFTING COMES WITH
THE TERRITORY AT
PUROLATOR—BACK
INJURY DOESN’T HAVE TO
BY JAMIE HALL

D

EBORAH PINEDA is happy to do the heavy lifting
when it comes to educating staff at Purolator about
the importance of avoiding back-related injuries.

After all, it is part of her job as the company’s health and safety specialist
for B.C. and Southern Alberta.
“Not everyone is thinking, ‘I need to work safe.’ But if you do get injured,
it’s not just about what happens to you at work. It’s also about what happens
to you at home. What’s going to happen to your family if you’re providing for
them? With an injury, it’s going to be diﬃcult,” says Pineda.
“We can give you modiﬁed work, but once you get home to a three-year-old
you need to take care of, and you have limited capabilities, what does that
mean? And even if you don’t have children, it’s going to have an impact on

10 | WorkSIGHT WINTER 2014

PHOTOS BY EWAN NICHOLSON

More than 20 per cent
of workplace injuries
at Purolator—one in
five—are back-related.

Handle with care—A renewed focus on back safety is helping reduce the number of back-related injuries at Purolator.

your personal life. I tell workers they
need to look beyond work. They need to
think about what a workplace injury
means to their overall lifestyle.”

Some heavy lifting
required
Purolator is one of the country’s
leading integrated freight and parcel
services delivery companies. Most
employees are required to do some kind
of lifting in their everyday jobs. In the
company’s courier division, that can
mean handling items ranging from
those the size and weight of an envelope
to packages that are up to 70 kilograms.
The workers in the freight network,
meanwhile, move much heavier products through a variety of means—by
hand, on a skid, on lift trucks and using

other mechanical aids.
With all the pushing, pulling, lifting,
bending, carrying and sitting required,
it’s not surprising that back health
comes up in workplace health and safety committee meetings more than any
other single topic.
More than 20 per cent of workplace
injuries at Purolator—one in ﬁve—are
back-related.

Focusing on back safety and
health
Pineda works out of Purolator’s
Calgary terminal, which has 430
employees. She says she regularly
invites representatives from
Occupational Injury Service (OIS) clinics
to speak to employees during pre-shift
meetings about the best ways to prevent

“I tell workers they need to
look beyond work. They need
to think about what a workplace injury means to their
overall lifestyle.”
—Deborah Pineda
back injuries.
The information they share includes
how to properly stretch, exercise and lift
on the job. OIS reps also set up information tables in the lunchroom from time to
time so workers can ask questions.
Earlier this summer, Calgary employees took part in WCB’s Take a Walk Day,
an annual event that promotes activity
to maintain a strong and healthy back. >>
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“It was an initiative that was in
keeping with my way of thinking. We all
walk at work, but this was a different
kind of walking because it gave them a
chance to be active and to socialize with
their colleagues. I’m always looking for
new initiatives like this that will
increase awareness about the importance of back health and involve workers at the same time,” says Pineda.
She says Purolator has a strong set of
corporate values, chief among them its
“people ﬁrst” approach.
“Our employees are key stakeholders, and providing them with a safe and
healthy workplace is critical to our success and the happiness of our team,”
she says.
She adds that the company also participates in the Partnerships in Injury
Reduction program, striving to prevent
injuries and reduce the impact of those
injuries. Modiﬁed work continues to
play an integral role in keeping valued

HOW OCCUPATIONAL INJURY SERVICE (OIS)
CAN WORK FOR YOU
OIS is designed specifically for people who are hurt at work. It helps
employers by providing injured workers with expedited access to medical
services at special OIS clinics throughout the province.
The focus is on helping injured workers return to work as quickly and safely as
possible and providing employers with the kind of information needed to support
those workers. Find out more at www.wcb.ab.ca/employers/partner_ois.asp.

employees connected to their work.
“With modiﬁed work, the employee
beneﬁts through quicker healing times
and avoiding wage loss,” says Pineda.
“By accommodating injured employees and enabling them to continue serving our customers in some capacity, we
beneﬁt from avoiding lost productivity
and injury-related costs. It’s a beneﬁcial
scenario for everyone involved.” W

Don’t let back pain ruin
your day. Check out
backactive.ca for back pain
tips and resources.

“Our employees are key stakeholders, and providing them with a safe and healthy
workplace is critical to our success and the happiness of our team.”— Deborah Pineda

PHOTO BY EWAN NICHOLSON
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Looking
through a

new

lens

FINDING SALVATION—
AND PASSION—IN
PHOTOGRAPHY

BY JAMIE HALL

S

OME OF THE LAST PHOTOGRAPHS Colin
Kelly took as an able-bodied young man
are still on the wall of his Edmonton home.
Taken during the summer of his accident, when
he was ﬁghting forest ﬁres in Grande Cache, they
are eerily beautiful.
The progression of snapshots depict
the angry grey tentacles of the gathering clouds as they ﬁrst swallow the
mountaintop, then wipe out the brilliant orange hues of the setting sun.
The images portend the rage of an
approaching storm—and would prove to
be a metaphor for Kelly’s own life and
the darkness that lay ahead.
With the summer—and the job—
almost at an end, Kelly was eager to
embark on his third year of forestry at
the University of Alberta. It was not to
be. One August weekend, while driving
home from Grande Cache, he was
involved in a car accident. His injuries
were catastrophic, leaving him with no
sensation or movement below the neck.
At the age of 19, Kelly was suddenly
quadriplegic.

14 | WorkSIGHT WINTER 2014

Deteriorating health
That was more than three decades
ago. Kelly is now 55. Over the years, his
health has deteriorated steadily to a
point where he rarely leaves his home.
The neuropathy that began to plague
him more than 20 years ago—deepnerve pain he likens to a severe case of
shingles—has worsened in recent years,
to the point where there is little respite.
“Neuropathic pain is the worst pain
any quadriplegic or paraplegic has to
deal with,” Kelly says matter-of-factly.
“It’s horrible, and over time it just gets
worse and worse. It’s like a tingling pain
that never goes away.”
He came to terms with his new reality early on, he says, but thoughts of
what could have been are never far from
his mind. “Not a day goes by that I don’t

think about the accident and wonder
where I could’ve been if it hadn’t happened. But you move on. You can’t
dwell on it too long or you get
depressed,” he says. “All of us come to a
point where our lives change, and we
dwell on what could have been. Mine
just happened to be a drastic change.”

An empowering passion
What relief Kelly ﬁnds comes
through the lens of a camera, which has
helped make his world both bigger and
smaller than the one he has inhabited
since his accident. Macro photography—
the art of capturing images of small subjects up close—has proven to be his salvation.
In the course of a single day, he can
take literally hundreds of images.

PHOTO BY LAUGHING DOG

“All of us come to a point where our lives change, and we dwell on what
could have been. Mine just happened to be a drastic change.”—Colin Kelly
Flowers are a particular favourite, especially the plethora of African violet
plants that dot the windowsills of his
home. His studio is the rectangular tabletop in his kitchen, and his darkroom consists of software and a computer monitor
he operates with the help of a specially
devised sip-and-puff headset and a
bindi-sized silver dot placed on the
bridge of his glasses.
It’s a far cry from the photography he
practised as a teenager. Then, he was an
avid hobbyist, his camera always ready.
After the accident, its presence became a
mocking reminder. “I gave it to my brother. I couldn’t use it anymore,” says Kelly.

The process of rediscovery
Kelly rediscovered his love of photography a few years ago. By then, he had
bought another camera and often
brought it along when he and his homecare aid Richard Gagne started making
regular trips to a small lake near his
home to capture nature shots. While the
camera rekindled his interest in photography, it also triggered his frustration,
and brought into sharp focus the extent
of his physical limitations.
“It’s not like I was really doing
anything other than saying to Richard,
‘Take a picture of this, take a picture of
that,’” says Kelly.

Kelly wanted to be more than just a
bystander. He did some research to see
what supports might be available to help
him achieve his goal. He then broached
the topic with WCB case manager
Meredith Keats during one of her visits
to his home.
Keats saw the potential immediately.
“I thought it was a wonderful opportunity to help improve his quality of life,”
she says.
With the help of the Glenrose Rehabilitation Hospital and some specially
adapted equipment, Kelly was able to
achieve something that had eluded him
for most of his life—a measure of control.
“Richard still helps me [with staging]
but I’m the one who takes the picture
now. It feels good to discover there’s
some type of photography I can do.” W
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Building

healthier
workplaces

NEW OPTIONAL HEALTH ELEMENT
IN COR CERTIFICATION

SUBMITTED BY ALBERTA HEALTH SERVICES WORKPLACE HEALTH TEAM—ANDREA BAKER, MARLYNN KENNEDY, CHARLENE MO

T

HE GOAL of the Alberta Health Services Workplace Health
team is to build healthier Alberta workplaces. One of the ways
they’re doing this is by working with Alberta stakeholders on
the Workplace Health Improvement Project.
The team conducted a five-year pilot to test a process and
tools/resources with six Alberta organizations to increase their
capacity to develop and implement a comprehensive workplace
health program and activities.
The pilot, which ended in June 2012, was a success. Next, the
team began work on an optional workplace health element standard
that was introduced into the Government of Alberta’s Certificate of
Recognition (COR) program in early 2014.

What this means for Alberta employers earning
their COR
This optional component allows employers to place a greater
emphasis on health promotion in their workplace health and safety
programs. Working with Alberta Partnerships in Injury Reduction and
other certifying partners (CPs), the Workplace Health team has
helped to develop and support the approval of the new optional
health element.
Some CPs plan to incorporate this new optional element into
their COR process. This means that in addition to the mandatory
elements involved in COR certification, employers with those CPs will
soon be able to add the optional health element to their audit. This
will involve evaluating their health promotion program and the
activities they have in place to improve health and wellness in their
workplace.
Once an employer has completed the optional health element in
the COR audit, it will receive a written report with recommendations
on how to improve its health program and activities.

TOOLS
OF THE
TRADE
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To encourage the use of this optional health element standard, the
Workplace Health team is working to develop the following resources
for employers and CPs:
• Healthy Workplace Training Module—The module will increase
the awareness and knowledge of workplace health and describe
the components that go toward creating a healthy workplace.
• Workplace Health Audit Tool—This tool will help assess
workplace health programs and activities against the
government standard.
• Additional supporting documents—These resources will help
CPs implement the optional health element into their audit
processes.

The Manufacturers’ Health and Safety Association
(MHSA) is leading the way
The MHSA is a leader in the field as the first CP to implement the
optional health element standard into its COR audit. It is incorporating
workplace health information into its current safety basics training
course, auditor training and optional audit process.
MHSA staff are being trained on the workplace health content, the
audit tool and supporting documents for use with the optional health
element, with a test pilot conducted October to December 2014.
Alongside the MHSA, the Workplace Health team has been working
actively with the Alberta Association for Safety Partnerships and
Alberta Forest Products Association. These two partners will follow
much the same process as MHSA. The remaining CPs will be engaged
in 2015–2016 for possible participation in the project.
For more information on the COR audit process, check out
http://work.alberta.ca/occupational-health-safety/334.html.

PROFILE

Leading
the

safety
charge
ST. ALBERT
KEEPS ITS EYES
ON THE PRIZE—
ITS EMPLOYEES
BY JAMIE HALL

“I realized very early on that the corporate safety culture is set from the top down.
O UNDERSTAND Mayor
How you are as a leader sends a strong message relative to the importance of human
Nolan Crouse's determilife—and human limb—within your organization.”—St. Albert Mayor Nolan Crouse
nation to establish the
city of St. Albert as a leader in
organization,” says Crouse, who's servward patient lifts, Crouse and his council
workplace safety and injury
ing his third term as mayor.
colleagues took action.
reduction, you ﬁrst have
"When leaders abdicate that responUsing money the city received
to look at his resumé and the
sibility, it will show up in a lot of differthrough the Partnerships in Injury
time he spent in the forest prod- ent ways, but it will absolutely show up Reduction (PIR) program, they bought a
in the number of people who get injured bariatric lift for EMS and ﬁreﬁghting peructs industry.

T

at work."
“I worked in that industry for 30
years. It can be dangerous. I realized
very early on that the corporate safety
culture is set from the top down. How
you are as a leader sends a strong message about the importance of human
life—and human limb—within your

Building safer workplaces by
focusing on reducing injuries
When statistics showed an increase
in the number of emergency responders
suffering back injuries because of awk-

sonnel—a move that translated into a
reduction in the number of workers' compensation claims.
The city's focus on the safety of its
nearly 800 employees hasn’t gone unnoticed.
"It’s great that our mayor and council
have the foresight to use the [PIR rebate]
>>

PHOTO BY LAUGHING DOG
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FIRST RESPONDERS: The City of St. Albert developed a proactive plan to keep
its employees, including these firefighters, working safely. They used funds
from WCB’s Partnerships in Injury Reduction program to buy a bariatric lift
(pictured here) as well as customized self-rescue protection.

PHOTO BY LAUGHING DOG
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for the people who are actually doing
the job and can beneﬁt from it," says
ﬁreﬁghter Troy Fisher, noting that
heavy-lift assists are among the most
common calls the department receives.
"It's making a big difference on the
front lines.”
St. Albert has received a PIR rebate
for more than 20 consecutive years
now, according to health and safety
coordinator Denise Isbister. She says in
recent years, PIR rebates have been used
to purchase other safety equipment,
including self-rescue protection
designed to prevent ﬁreﬁghters from
falling through the rooftops of collapsing structures.
Fire services oﬃcials worked
directly with the manufacturer on the
development and design of the gear,
which is built into the jackets and pants
ﬁreﬁghters wear to a scene. The equipment also includes a rappelling device,
which allows ﬁreﬁghters to bail out
of buildings and rappel safely to the
ground.
A window-size "bailout" opening at
the No. 3 ﬁre hall allows crews to gear
up and practise their manoeuvres in
anticipation of an actual event.

Setting the standards for
disability management
programs
Last fall, St. Albert hosted ﬁre chiefs
from across Alberta and took the opportunity to demonstrate the protective
gear. They were impressed by what they
saw, says Isbister, adding that the selfrescue protection has since become
commonplace in other municipalities,
too.
"I had several of the ﬁre chiefs ask
me about the beneﬁts of PIR," she says.
"They not only saw how much it beneﬁts our members, but how much our
members actually knew about the value
of the program and of modiﬁed work.”
WCB account manager Andrea Dodd
says St. Albert has proven itself to be an
example of best practices when it comes
to disability management.
"Part of our job as account managers
is to educate employers and senior management about the beneﬁts of creating a
healthy modiﬁed work culture," says
Dodd. "We don't have to do that in St.
Albert."
Recently, says Isbister, council
approved the establishment of a Safety

PARTNER

UP

TO BRING
YOUR RATE

DOWN

"I had several of the fire chiefs ask me
about the benefits of PIR. They not only
saw how much it benefits our members,
but how much our members actually
knew about the value of the program and
of modified work.”—Denise Isbister
Enhancement Program, which will provide the framework to use funds from
PIR rebates and any surplus distribution
to reinvest in safety equipment and initiatives for city employees.
"Our council has always supported
safety programs that make an impact at
ground zero—to the boots on the
ground," says Isbister. "They say the
safety of our employees is their number
one priority—and they mean it.” W

Partnerships in Injury Reduction
(PIR) is a voluntary program that encourages injury
prevention and workplace health and safety. Under the
program, employers who focus on reducing workplace
injuries and illness and providing return-to-work
options for workers injured on the job are eligible to
receive rebates of up to 20 per cent on workers'
compensation premiums every year.

PIR is a joint partnership involving employers, safety
associations, Alberta's Ministry of Jobs, Skills, Training and
Labour, and WCB.
Find out more at www.wcb.ab.ca/employers/pir.asp
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FEATURE
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The

strength
of a mother’s
love

MARINA CARTIER OVERCAME INJURY
TO DANCE AT HER SON’S WEDDING

BY JAMIE HALL

M

ARINA CARTIER wanted
to know one thing:
Would she be able to
dance again?
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“That’s the ﬁrst question I asked my surgeon, even before
I was wheeled into the operating room,” recalls Cartier.
“My son Bill was getting married, and I wanted to be able to
dance with him at his wedding.”
An assistant lead hand for an Edmonton wholesaler, the
63-year-old suffered a major crush injury to her legs when
the power jack she was operating at the company warehouse
landed on top of her.

“I told everyone right from the get-go that
I was going to go back to the job I left. I don’t
think anyone believed me, but I knew.”
—Marina Cartier

Drug and Alcohol Tesng
Alberta Locaons:

Working toward a shared goal
“I was going down the aisle to drop off a skid of product. The power jack was fairly new. It was big, and fast.
I bounced off the machine, but I still had my hand on
part of it. I wound up hitting the throttle with my thumb.
The machine and I went straight back, into the conveyor
belt,” explains Cartier.
Her left leg was broken, but the right one was even
more severely damaged, with bone protruding from the
lower part of her leg.
When WCB case manager Amanda Prosser received
the claim, she made the decision to visit Cartier in the
hospital. “I wanted to put a face to the name,” says
Prosser. “I also wanted to let her know someone had
her back.”
When Cartier told Prosser about her son and that she
had every intention of dancing at his wedding, the two
formed an instant bond.
“That gave us a shared goal to work toward,”
says Prosser.

Provost and Wainwright
For more informaon contact:
Karen Pernitsky, MLT, MRO-A
Medical Laboratory Technologist
medlabmobile@gmail.com or 306-228-8990

For more informaon on becoming a
Cerﬁed Collector visit medlabmobile.ca
A great addion to any safety oﬃce or medical service provider.
Training also available to companies wanng to test their own
employees.

All Training according to D.O.T. standards

Millard Health

Attitude the key to recovery
Doctors had to use a lot of hardware to repair the
damage to Cartier’s legs, but it barely slowed her down.
She never missed a physiotherapy appointment, often
arriving early. She was determined to return to work and
to the same job.
“I told everyone right from the get-go that I was going
to go back to the job I left. I don’t think anyone believed
me—but I knew,” says Cartier.
Within eight months, she was back doing full-time
modiﬁed duties at the warehouse as part of a gradual
return to work. Six months after that, she was back to her
regular full-time duties.
“I think one of the biggest things is your attitude—I
laughed all the time.”
Weeks after she resumed working full time, Cartier
ﬂew to Mexico and watched Bill get married in an emotional ceremony. Later, as the sun set and guests toasted the
day, mother and son enjoyed a moment together, dancing
in celebration. W

REHABILITATION CENTRE

Our Focus. Your Recovery.
We offer assessment
and treatment services:
• medical exams
• functional capacity evaluations
• pre-employment assessments
• worksite evaluations
• physical therapy
• occupational rehabilitation
• physical demands analysis
• educational workshops

Questions?
Call 780-498-3848.
www.millardhealth.com
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Legal View

Up in smoke
The dope on medical
marijuana in WCB cases
BY DOUGLAS R. MAH, QC, WCB SECRETARY & GENERAL COUNSEL

As it presently stands, marijuana is a prohibited narcotic drug in
Canada. Its possession and sale is a criminal offence, and
conviction carries potential jail time and a criminal record.
However, since 2001 an exception in the law has existed related
to the medical use of marijuana.
Under that exception, persons could apply for and obtain a
permit from Health Canada to grow and use marijuana as a
medication. The rules were revised effective April 1, 2014, such
that persons now need only a prescription from a doctor but
must purchase their medical marijuana from governmentapproved vendors. Currently, the new rules are under litigation
because some users want to continue to grow their own.
Marijuana is used as an analgesic drug for many different
conditions. The question of when medical marijuana constitutes
“medical aid” for workers’ compensation purposes was recently
decided in Saskatchewan in Heilman v Workers' Compensation
Board, 2013 SKQB 403.
The Court was asked to rule on the reasonableness of the
Saskatchewan WCB’s decision to deny reimbursement for
medical marijuana consumed by a worker to alleviate pain from
a long-standing back injury.
The applicant contended that WCB’s refusal to fund medical
marijuana was based merely on a perception that its use as an
analgesic is controversial. In response, WCB stated that even
accepting that medical marijuana provided effective pain relief
for this individual, it was not scientifically proven as the most
appropriate treatment in this case given its “effectiveness, longterm effects, interaction with other medications or safety.”
This conclusion was reached following a review of numerous
studies. Substitutes for marijuana that WCB did fund were also
available, but the applicant had not tried them. In upholding
WCB’s decision, the Court noted:
The Board’s conclusion falls within a range of acceptable
outcomes and is supported by the evidence. The Board did
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not misinterpret or misconstrue the results of the
studies. The studies did not definitively state that
medical marijuana was effective. Many studies noted
side effects and most recommended further research
before drawing definitive conclusions on the use of
marijuana as medicine.
In Alberta, non-standard medical aid that is not generally
accepted, such as medical marijuana, is governed by Policy
04-06, Part II, Application 1, Question 11. In order for such
medications to be acceptable to WCB-Alberta, the following
policy criteria must be met:
• All other conventional medical aid has been tried or at
least considered and found to be medically
inappropriate.
• The medical aid intervention will be used for a medical
condition that results from a compensable injury.
• There is sufficient evidence to indicate the medical aid
intervention has a positive effect on human health
outcomes that are part of a comprehensive work-return
or rehabilitation program.
• There is sufficient evidence to indicate the medical aid
intervention can be expected to produce the intended
effects on health outcomes in the particular case under
consideration.
• There is sufficient evidence to indicate the medical aid
intervention's expected beneficial effects on human
health outweigh its expected harmful effects.
• The medical aid in question can be provided legally in
Canada from an accredited source.
There are no decided court cases in Alberta. The Appeals
Commission, the appeal body for workers’ compensation
matters in Alberta, has decided medical marijuana cases by
applying the criteria above. W

Seminars and workshops
for employers
WCB offers workshops in Calgary and Edmonton and, based
on demand, in other locations throughout the province.
RETURN TO WORK (MODIFIED WORK) SEMINAR
(PREVIOUSLY DISABILITY MANAGEMENT)
This session will help employers better understand the
relationship between claim costs and WCB premiums and provides
a step-by-step process to assist with building and implementing
successful modified work and return-to-work programs.
WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
All employers, but especially those who will directly oversee a
disability management program
LENGTH:
One half-day session

EMPLOYER INFORMATION WORKSHOP
Learn general information about the fundamentals of workers’
compensation. Topics include insurable earnings, subcontractor
liabilities, managing your account and the impact of claim costs
on premiums.
WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
Individuals in human resources, payroll and other financial positions
LENGTH:
One half-day session
For more information visit wcb.ab.ca/employers/seminars.asp
or call 780-498-4694

UNDERSTANDING WCB’S APPEALS SYSTEM

For more information visit wcb.ab.ca/employers/seminars.asp
or call 780-498-4694

Get an overview of WCB’s appeal process, including how to
initiate, prepare and present a claim or premium-related appeal.
WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
Employers

MODIFIED DUTIES WORKSHOP
Modified work is a safe, effective and efficient way to return an
injured worker to the job. This interactive workshop will provide:
• The framework and tools needed to develop,
implement or improve a modified work program

LENGTH:
One half-day session
For more information visit wcb.ab.ca/employers/seminars.asp
or call 780-498-4694

• Ideas and examples of appropriate modified duties

PREVENTING WORKPLACE VIOLENCE SEMINAR

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
All employers, but especially those with a disability management
program (which WCB’s return-to-work seminar can help you start)

This seminar will help employers identify, respond to and prevent
a variety of workplace incidents. They’ll also learn to develop
their own workplace violence prevention program.

LENGTH:
One half-day session

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
Any employers with WCB coverage

Call Millard Health at 780-498-3363 for more information
or to register

LENGTH:
Three hours
For more information, call 780-498-4990

What employers have said about the return to work seminar:
“Great discussion! Great responses from instructors!”
“Very informative, great examples provided and presented perfectly.”
“Instructors were very knowledgeable, personable and flexible. Nice work!”

Sign up today!

Questions?

Visit www.wcb.ab.ca/employers/seminars.asp
Most workshops and seminars are free of charge to WCB account holders.

Call: 1-866-498-4694 (toll-free)
Note: Workshop dates are subject to change or cancellation.
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I will

dance at my son’s wedding.

In 2012 Marina severely crushed her leg in a warehouse accident. Today she’s back
Kondro Electric reduced their claim costs by
at the job she loves. Her son married in 2013. Marina danced at his wedding.
consistently oﬀering their injured workers
modiﬁed work. Injuries can still happen—
but now Kondro has a plan.
Read Marina’s story on page 20.
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